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Grillparzer in Austria. This is what constitutes
Pontoppidan's pessimism: his tragedies are not
tragedies of heroism spent in vain, or of superhuman
renunciation, but of the failure to respond to success,
to act, to seize the fleeting moment, to admit the
happiness that stands waiting on the threshold.
Sidenius goes out into the world with great gifts
and sincere intentions; he is buffeted, crushed,
jeered at, disillusioned: life grinds the spirit out of
him: he does not die fighting, like Emanuel Hanstedt
—even if it be only fighting windmills—with the
halo of sanctity around him, but in abnegation and
spiritual paralysis.
The most recent phase of Pontoppidan's develop-
ment is represented by a long novel, the last volume
of which appeared after the curtain had risen on the
Great War. In some respects, De Dodes Rige has
less claim to be regarded as a single book than its
predecessor; it is rather a cycle of stories held
together with difficulty by the continuity of the char-
acters. Indeed, the first two sections give -Hie impres-
sion that, when they were written, theyv were not
meant to converge at all, and that the connection was
really an afterthought. But apart from 'this lack
of unity, the new novel is a finer and maturf r work.
It is, none the less, true to the o!4 realism; 'perhaps
truer than before ; but the ruthlesu: element has been
eliminated ; the persistent " j'accede " of Lykke-Per
has disappeared. The pictures t-f Denmark!—and
they range from Funen in the so^th to Jutland in
the north, and again to Copenhagen—are bxtra-
ordinarily delicate and clear. I cannot think qf any
other modern Danish book that makes the plpetry
of Copenhagen so real to us as this ; the Copenhagen
of sea-mists creeping up from the Sound, of over-
crowded streets, glistening in the lamp-light; its moisy
trams and drab suburbs with the work-people tramping
homeward. We get to know the Danish Rigsdag], the
Copenhagen newspaper offices; one could point tci» the

